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Abstract:-Virtual Machines with the rest of the
infrastructure, should have a low impact on the
existing infrastructure. Typically, Virtual machine
vendors have their own tools to deploy and manage
virtual machines. We have an basic ideas for the
virtual machine While consolidating physical to
virtual machines using Xen,we want to be able to
deploy and manage virtual machines in the same way
we manage and deploy physical machines. For
operators and support people there should be no
difference between virtual and physical installations.I
want to provide security to the multiple operating
system[1].
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 Introduction
A. Virtual Machine
A unique system is a firmly separated program package
that can run its own systems and applications as if it were
a real pc. A unique system acts exactly like a real pc and
contains it own unique (ie, software-based) CPU, RAM
hard drive and system prograam card (NIC).
An os can not tell the difference between a unique system
and a real system, nor can applications or other computer
systems on a system. Even the unique system believes it
is a “real” pc. Nevertheless, a unique system is consisting
entirely of program and contains no elements
components at all. As a result, unique devices offer a
number of unique advantages over real elements. We
have to firstly create the virtual machine with the use of
Xen in centos.we have to implement the all the
cryptography algorithm on it[2].

 The Advantages Of Virtual Machines
The following areas explain the key benefits of exclusive
device technology [2]: solitude, standardization, relief,
convenience of examining, and flexibility.
A. Isolation
One of the key reasons to employ virtualization is to
separate programs from each other. Managing everything

on one device would be excellent if it all worked, but
many periods it outcomes in undesirable relationships or
even overall situations. The cause often is program
problems or company requirements, such as the need for
isolated security. Virtual devices allow you to separate
each program (or group of applications) in its own sand
box atmosphere. The exclusive devices can run on the
same actual device (simplifying IT components
management), yet appear as separate devices to the
program you are operating. For all intents and
purposes—except efficiency, the exclusive devices are
separate devices. If one exclusive device goes down due
to program or os error, the others continue operating,
providing services your company needs to function
smoothly.
B. Standardization
Another key benefit exclusive devices provide is
standardization. The components that is presented to the
visitor os is uniform for the most part, usually with the
CPU being the only component that is "pass-through" in
the sense that the visitor recognizes what is on the
coordinator. A standard components platform reduces
support expenditures and increases the share of IT
resources that you can devote to accomplishing goals that
give your company a competitive advantage. The
coordinator devices can be different (as indeed they often
are when components is acquired at different times), but
the exclusive devices will appear to be the same across
all of them.
C. Consolidation
Virtual devices also increase utilization and promote
relief. Consolidation of hosts outcomes in simpler control
and lowered components expenditures. The drawback of
relief is improved vulnerability to components
breakdowns and improved effect from those breakdowns.
However, the risk and negative effect can be mitigated
with failover systems where exclusive devices on two
different actual devices monitor each other with each one
ready to take over for the other.
For all intents and purposes—except efficiency, the
exclusive devices are separate devices.
Using exclusive devices should not require more actual
devices and usually will result in fewer actual devices.
This is an excellent advantage because setting up and
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maintaining actual components is unpleasant and timeconsuming. On top of that, actual hosts consume
strength. With electricity rising in cost, strength financial
savings think of into bigger and bigger benefits.
D. Ease of Testing
Virtual devices let you analyze circumstances easily.
Most exclusive device program these days provides
photo and rollback abilities. This means you can stop a
exclusive device, create a photo, execute more functions
in the exclusive device, and then jiggle again again and
again until you have finished your examining. This is
very handy for database integration, but it is also useful
for program administration. Admins can photo a program
and install some program or make some settings changes
that they suspect may destabilize the program. If the
program sets up or changes work, then the administration
can commit the up-dates. If the up-dates damage or
eliminate the program, the administration can jiggle it.
Virtual devices also facilitate scenario examining by
enabling exclusive networks. In VMware Work station,
for example, you can set up several exclusive devices on
a exclusive network with configurable factors, such as
supply loss from traffic jam and latency. You can thus
analyze timing-sensitive or load-sensitive programs to
see how they execute under the stress of a simulated
heavy amount of work.
E. Mobility
Virtual devices are super simple to move between actual
devices. Most of the exclusive device program available
stores a whole hard drive in the visitor atmosphere as just
one computer file in the coordinator atmosphere.
Snapshot and rollback abilities are integrated by storing
the change in state in a separate computer file in the
coordinator information. Having just one computer file
represent an entire visitor atmosphere hard drive
encourages the flexibility of exclusive devices. Going the
exclusive device to another actual device is as simple as
moving the exclusive hard drive computer file and some
settings information to the other actual device.
Implementing another duplicate of a exclusive device is
the same as switching a exclusive device, except that
instead of moving the information, you duplicate them.
Multiple deployments of just one exclusive device are
much simpler to achieve than several deployments of an
os on a actual machine



Virtualization

Virtualization is the design of a exclusive (rather than
actual) edition of something, such as an os, a hosting
server, a challenging travel or system resources. e.g. hard
drive travel into different categories, a partition is the
sensible category of a hard drive travel to create, in
effect, two individual challenging hard drive travel
pushes.
Similarly, Managing program virtualization is the use of

software to allow a piece of components to run several os
pictures at the same time.
There are three areas of IT where virtualization is making
head roads
a) Network virtualization
b) Shed virtualization
c) Server virtualization
Today, virtualization is in the cutting edge - helping
businesses with scalability, security and management of
their international IT facilities.
Virtualization can coordinator several visitor techniques.
Each visitor os operates in its own domain, Virtualization
daily activities exclusive CPUs within the exclusive
devices to make the best use of the available actual
physical CPUs[4]. Each visitor techniques manages its
own programs. These visitor techniques schedule each
program accordingly.
You can set up Virtualization in one of two choices:
Complete virtualization or Para virtualization.

Full virtualization provides total abstraction of the actual
actual physical program and makes a new exclusive
program in which the visitor techniques can run. No
variations are needed in the visitor OS or program (the
visitor OS or program is not aware of the virtualized
environment and operates normally).
Para virtualization needs user adjustment of the visitor
techniques that run on the exclusive devices.
Virtualization is a wide range of application and elements
technology that creates Unique Gadgets (VMs) - an
abstraction of the elements that allows just one system to
act as if it where many devices[5].
 Without VMs: A personal OS functions all
elements resources.
 With VMs: Several OSes, each handling its own
exclusive system, talk about elements resources
Virtualization allows several methods to run on the same
real platform
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 Security issues in cloud computing
There is some Security aspects as follows:



 Program Availability:











You can only realize the value of thought handling
when Xyour team relationship and data transfer use
age meet your little needs. The thought must be
available whenever you need it. If not, the effects are
no different than a denial-of-service damage.
Cloud Organization Viability:
Because thought solutions are relatively new to the
organization business, there are questions about their
balance and investment. This concern improves
when a business needs homeowners to use unique
joins, creating tenant lock-in.
Disaster Renewal and Business Continuity:
Home entrepreneurs and clients need confidence that
their features and solutions will continue if the
thought provider’s technology environment is
subject to a problem.
Security Incidents:
The company must inform homeowners and clients
of any security abuse. Home entrepreneurs or clients
may need company support to respond to analyze or
research results. Also, a business may not offer
sufficient support to homeowners or clients for
fixing research.
Transparency:
When a thought company does not present details of
its own inner policy or technology, homeowners or
clients must believe in the provider’s security claims.
Home entrepreneurs and clients may still need some
exposure by solutions as to how they management
thought security, security and comfort accidents.
Loss of Real Control:
Because homeowners and clients lose actual physical
management over their details and programs, this
gives increase to a range of concerns:
 Information Privacy: With team or team
environment, details may not maintain the
same system, improving several legalities.
 Information Control: Information could be
coming in to the organization in various ways
with some details due to others. A tenant
administrator has limited management chance
and liability within a team Features as a
Assistance (IaaS) making, and even less with
a Groundwork as a Assistance (PaaS) one.
Home entrepreneurs need to have confidence
their company will offer appropriate
management, while acknowledging the need
to progress their goals for how much
management is cost-effective within these
styles.



New Risks and Vulnerabilities: There can be
concern that thought handling provides new
periods of threats and flaws. There are
theoretical new threats, but your uses will
mostly be a work of a provider’s making. All
software, components and marketing
equipment are subject to getting new flaws.
By employing cushioned security and wellconceived efficient techniques, you can
protected a thought from typical problems,
even if some of its components are generally
susceptible.
Legal and Managing Compliance: It may be
difficult or unlikely to use team environment
if your details is subject to legal difficulties
or regulating complying. You can expect
solutions to build and accept thought
infrastructures to deal with the needs of
specific areas. Hitting certification may be
challenging due to the many non-technical
factors, such as the current state of typical
thought knowledge. As best methods for
thought handling cover greater chance, this
concern should reduce.
 Experiments

In the below screen shots[7].there is the finishing of
installation of virtual machine with the xen in centos.
Steps For Creating the Virtual Machine[7].

1.From the Applications menu, select System Tools and
then Virtual Machine Manager.
2.From the File menu, select New machine.
3.Enter the name of the new virtual system and then click
Forward.
4.Enter the location of your install media. Location of the
kick start file is optional. Then click Forward.
5.Install either to a physical disk partition or install to a
virtual file system within a file.
6.Select memory to allocate the guest and the number of
virtual CPUs then click Forward.
7.Select Forward to open a console and the files start to
install.
8.Finish the creation virtual machine in centos.
9.Enter user name and password to continue using the
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& Future Work
I have done the above experiment for the creation of
virtual machine and in which, we have to implement all
kind of algorithm of encryption and decryption easily
like AES, DES,MD5.
In the future work,File or Folder level Encryption is an
encryption system in which encrypted files, folders and
disks are encrypted by features of the file system itself.
With the use of these File Level Encryption is beneficial
and some advantages implement the file level encryption.
I have to do the file level encryption in the virtual
machine with the use of AES algorithm and Integrate the
file level encryption in the cloud.
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